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Abstract

The areas of wild land around the edges of agricultural fields are a vital resource for many species. These include insect pollinators, to whom field margins provide both nest sites and important resources (especially when adjacent crops are not in flower). Nesting pollinators travel relatively short distances from the nest to forage: most species of bee are known to travel less than two kilometres away. In order to ensure that these pollinators have sufficient areas of wild land within reach of their nests, agricultural landscapes need to be designed to accommodate the limited travelling distances of nesting pollinators. We used a spatially-explicit modelling approach to consider whether increasing the width of wild strips of land within the agricultural landscape will enhance the amount of wild resources available to a nesting pollinator, and if it would impact differentially on pollinators with differing foraging strategies. This was done both by creating field structures with a randomised geography, and by using landscape data based upon the British agricultural landscape. These models demonstrate that enhancing field margins should lead to an increase in the availability of forage to pollinators that nest within the landscape. With the exception of species that only forage within a very short range of their nest (less than 125 m), a given amount of field margin manipulation should enhance the proportion of land available to a pollinator for foraging regardless of the distance over which it normally travels to find food. A fixed amount of field edge manipulation should therefore be equally beneficial for both longer-distance nesting foragers such as honeybees, and short-distance foragers such as solitary bees.

Introduction

Globally, evidence is accumulating that populations of both wild and managed pollinators are in decline [1–5]. Pollinator loss, particularly of bees, has drastic economic effects [6–8], and much effort has been put into both identifying the factors causing these losses, and attempting to reverse the declines [5,9–11]. With increasingly large areas of land being used to grow single crops, the resulting loss of structural diversity within the landscape has been suggested to be a key contributory factor to pollinator loss [12,13]. One strategy for reversing the decline land-use changes are causing is to add heterogeneous ‘refuge’ areas within the landscape. National and international agri-environment schemes offer subsidies to farmers for adding different forms of wildlife refuges within the agricultural landscape [9,14], which include both leaving fields fallow, and adding set-aside ‘wild’ regions at the edges of fields, which aim to enhance the connectivity between natural areas and the land used for agriculture.

Field edges consist of a wide diversity of different sub-habitats, and include landscape features such as hedgerows, ditches, wooded areas, and stream edges [15,16]. All of these have positive effects in enhancing the amount of local biodiversity [17–20]. Both floral [21,22] and invertebrate biodiversity [23–29] are increased by field margins, including species that are natural enemies of crop pests [30]. Most importantly for pollination, field edges are attractive to foraging native bees [20,31,32], and increasing their width or the bank of floral resources within them has positive effects upon pollinator presence [27,33,34]. Therefore, as a remediation strategy, field edges could be manipulated in many different ways, such as enhancing their wild flower seedbank, or altering their spatial scale within and between fields. Since a given area of land cannot be used both for crops and as a wild refuge, farmers choosing to add wild land face a trade-off between the services provided by wild land and the costs of not using the land for direct production. Therefore, exploring how wild land such as field edges can be used to the best advantage is crucial for successfully implementing them within intensive agricultural systems.

Identifying how best to allocate wild land within an agricultural environment involves identifying how the organisms using the land will respond to environmental manipulations. If we assume that bees nest within minimally disturbed wild patches, it follows that their interaction with the local environment will be limited by the distance that they will typically forage around their nest. Many studies have attempted to quantify the maximum range over which the many species of bee (sampled from across the Apidae) will forage away from their nest (e.g. [35–46]). With the exception of the honeybees *Apis* spp., most of the Apidae appear to forage a
maximum of 2km from their nests, and a majority of these forage under 1km [47], although they may not forage in the immediate range around their nest [48]. Therefore, if we are interested in addressing how the supplementation of field edges affects bee foraging success, we need to consider what type of land a manipulation makes available within this local area. If a particular species has a short foraging range, adding a given proportion of field edges into the local environment may have a different effect than it would to a longer-range forager, as such short foraging distance could be heavily affected by local landscape geometry.

Rand & Whitney [49] described a simple simulation model that explored the effects of field edge structure upon foraging success in bees. The quality of habitat available to a forager with a fixed foraging radius was considered, where the environment had a simplified grid-like structure. This model asked whether landscape structure could have an effect upon the availability of wild or crop forage to bees, dependent upon the bees’ degree of constancy to the most abundant resource available (‘neophobia’, also discussed in [50,51]). If agricultural practices mean that bees that are foraging in a landscape filled with large fields are over-attracted to single dominant crop type, the over-representation of a single source of resource in the bees’ diet could have detrimental effects upon development of the colony [52,53], as the lack of dietary diversity may lead to a lack of micro-nutrients essential to larval development. Rand & Whitney demonstrated that both the density of wild flowers within the field edge and the width of field edges relative to agricultural fields were important for enhancing resources available to bees. This became increasingly important if the bees showed some degree of preference for the most common resource available within the environment.

Although possibly representative of large-scale farms where the landscape structure is primarily homogeneous crop interspersed with very rare straight field edges, the grid-like structure of the fields considered by Rand & Whitney were arguably too artificial for most landscapes in Western Europe, where hedgerows and field margins are an integral part of the landscape. Here, we consider the effects of field edge manipulation upon the availability of wild area to bee-like foragers who are constrained by a need to return to a nest located within the field edges (which would make this comparable to economic models of central place foraging, e.g. [54–56]). Rand & Whitney [49] only considered changes in individual preference for monocultures in response to landscape manipulation. Here, we instead explore the overall availability of resources with respect to the flight distance of a nest foraging and the degree to which the environment is manipulated. We consider both a landscape composed of randomly structured fields, and one composed of field forms that are extracted from British mapping, which we propose as a model system for exploring how the bees showed some degree of preference for the most common resource available within the environment.

Methods

Models using a Voronoi-like randomised landscape

All simulations took place within a 500 x 500 grid of unit squares (figure 1 gives a simplified illustrative version of the process on a reduced grid). Fields were created by selecting a predefined number of seeds at randomly selected points within the grid: all the points were randomly selected non-integer coordinates, and no more than one point occurred within any unit cell within the grid. Each of these seeds was given a unique identifier, and then each cell within the grid was then labelled with the identifier of the seed closest to its centre (or, in the unlikely event of several seeds being equally closest, one of these seeds was randomly selected as being the closest). Field edges were then defined as the cells whose four touching neighbours included at least one cell that did not share the same label as the target cell. This gave a structure based on a Voronoi tessellation, implemented within a discretised grid.

For simulations where field edge width was set as 1, only the cells determined above were considered to be edges. If edge width was 2, all the cells immediately connected to previously-defined field edge cells were considered to be edge cells as well. If the edge width was $n$, the wild area was expanded to include all the cells connected to any cells that had been considered as edge cells when width was $n - 1$. Throughout, any cells that did not count as an edge cell was considered as a cultivated field cell.

For all simulations, a viable nesting site was selected by randomly selecting a field edge cell within the middle 98 x 98 cells of the arena (this area was confined to accommodate the maximum radius of foraging considered). The numbers of edge ($c_{vis}$ termed ‘visible wild’) and cultivated ($c_{vis}$) field cells whose centres lay within a pre-defined foraging radius of the nest cell’s centre were counted, and the total number of cells visible was determined (as $n_{vis} = c_{vis} + c_{vis}$). At the same time, the total number of edge ($n_{ed}$) cells throughout the environment was calculated. The proportion of edge cells (‘proportion wild’) visible to a nesting forager was calculated as $c_{vis}/n_{vis}$. We also calculated a ‘coverage’ statistic that gave a description of how composition of the forager’s available foraging environment compared to what was available throughout the entire 250,000 cells of the modelled environment: we did this by calculating the ratio of the proportion of locally visible cells that were edge cells to the overall environmental proportion was calculated as $(c_{vis}/n_{vis})/(n_{tot}/250,000)$.

For the simulations, 10,000 replicates were conducted for each systematically altered parameter, with other parameters being selected using a randomisation function. When randomised, foraging radius was a real number from the range (0, 200); field edge width was an integer value from the range (1, 15); and the number of initial field seeds was an integer value from the range (2, 200).

In addition to the separate exploration of the three individual model parameters, we also examined the interactions of these parameters by generating 200 fields (each with independently randomised initial seed coordinates) for each of the 512 possible combinations where foraging radius = (25, 50, ..., 200), edge width = (1, 3, ..., 15) and field seeds = (25, 50, ..., 200). The changes in the calculated values of ‘visible wild’, ‘proportion wild’ and ‘coverage’ were modelled using an analysis of variance which incorporated the three parameters, the three possible two-way interactions and the single three-way interaction between them.

Models using British landscape data

Areas of UK landscape were selected from land described within UK Ordnance Survey squares NN, NY, SE, SJ, SK, SO, SP, ST, SU and TL (these particular squares were chosen because they contained little or no sea), using the most current data available at a 1:10,000 scale on the 19th July 2010. To be acceptable as a representative of the British non-urban ‘landscape’, each valid square used could contain housing and associated small gardens on no more than 25% of the area. Similarly, squares were not deemed acceptable if they contained large bodies of water (lochs, lakes, or the sea). One hundred 2 x 2 km$^2$ squares that fit these criteria were randomly selected for processing.
A traced outline of the field edges was made for each of the 100 samples, where streams, rivers, roads, walls, paths, and marked edges of wooded areas were considered to be field edges. This simplification is justified here as the areas selected for sampling were predominantly non-urban, and were intended to give an approximation of the form of the UK countryside rather than being an exact representation (the maps used could not give exact geographical information of the existing widths of many of the linear structures within the environment due to the scale of mapping available). The traced images were scanned, and converted to 813 × 813 best-quality JPG images using Preview 5.0.2 (Apple Inc., Cupertino, California, USA). These files were then converted to binary images using ImageJ 1.43u [57], and saved as text images.

As a result of this process, the unit squares in the 813×813 landscapes created in this manner were either ‘edge’ or ‘field’ cells. Therefore, the unit edges of each square considered corresponded to a geographical distance of 2.46 m (a constraint imposed by the pixel resolution of the scanned images — therefore, any geographical ‘edge’ feature as defined above was assumed to possess unit cell width). For each of these landscapes, the mean proportion of edge cells (relative to field cells) available to a forager nesting within the field margin that had a foraging radius of \( r \) units was assessed. To do this, all possible nesting sites within the landscape that were able to support this foraging distance were identified, and the numbers of edge and field cells were calculated for each of these. For example, the maximum radius of \( r = 406 \) could only be assessed if the central cell in the arena was an edge cell. A forager with a foraging radius of \( r = 405 \) could potentially nest in any of cells within the central 3×3 region of the arena, and if all of these were edge cells, the calculated mean proportion for \( r = 405 \) would be the mean for the nine foraging areas centred on these nine cells. For a forager with \( r = 1 \), the nest could potentially be located in any of the central 811 × 811 cells. A single mean value for all values of \( r \) between 1 and 406 was calculated (if possible) for each of the 100 landscapes assessed.

To assess the effects of field margin manipulations within these natural landscapes, the field edge cells as extracted above were manipulated by adding one, two or three extra layers onto them, using identical techniques to those described for the Voronoi-like edge width manipulations. The mean wild space available to foragers travelling \( r = 1 – 406 \) units were then assessed for these manipulated landscapes as described above.

**Results**

**Voronoi-like randomised landscape**

Increasing the number of field seeds used to generate the Voronoi landscapes would have increased the density of fields within the simulated environments, and we would therefore expect the amount of hedges available to increase, which we see in the increase in both wild space visible to the forager (Fig. 2a) and the proportion of the visible environment that was wild (Fig. 2b). If fewer field edges are available, the ratio of wild habitat that a forager experiences will be much greater than the overall ratio seen in the environment (Fig. 2c), because nesting within a field margin will mean that the forager has a disproportional amount of adjacent wild space available for it forage in. As the amount of edges increases, this relationship becomes much more representative of what we see on average within the environment.

Increasing the width of the wild field strip should have a similar effect, as more foraging area is made available to a forager who is already nesting within the wild area. This is reflected in the increase in visible wild habitat (Fig. 2d) and the proportion available (Fig. 2e), and the corresponding decrease in coverage as wild margin habitat becomes more available within the environment (Fig. 2f).

The radius over which a forager will forage away from its nest has obvious effects upon the amount of wild habitat available: increasing foraging distance increases the amount of wild space encountered (Fig. 2g). The proportion of the foraging area that is wild shows a different relationship however. With the exception of foragers who only travel a very small distance (who experience slightly more wild habitat because the immediate environment around the nest is very likely to contain field edge), there is negligible change in the proportion of wild habitat that foragers experience relative to the distance that they travel (Fig. 2h), suggesting that manipulations of margin availability should have similar effects upon foragers regardless of their commuting radius. The proportion of wild encountered relative to the amount actually seen within the environment only differs strongly for short-distance foragers (Fig. 2i), again suggesting that manipulations should have a scale-free effect with regard to foraging distance.

All the described relationships held within the additional datasets that were generated to explore the interactions between all three parameters. The relationships for each of the parameters...
considered separately were significant (Table 1). All the interactions between the terms were also significant (Table 1), and the trends revealed by these interactions closely followed the trends for individual parameters (Figure S1), with no differences in the qualitative patterns that emerged.

British landscape

For both the natural environment and those where the field margins were expanded by one, two or three units (Figs. 3a–d), there is a similar relationship shown to the Voronoi-like results for foraging distance manipulation (Fig. 2h); only foragers travelling very small distances away from the nest are likely to see a large amount of wild habitat in which to forage. Once foragers are able to travel more than c. 50 units from the nest (corresponding to a real-world distance of about 125 m), the proportion of wild habitat available to them essentially becomes scale-free. The panels in Figure 3 show a slight increase for very large foraging distances, but this is more likely to be an artefact of the small number of samples that were possible for assessing these larger distances.

Increasing edge width within the natural environments led to an increase in the proportion of wild habitat available to the forager, where field edges that were supplemented by three units showed the greatest proportion (Fig. 3d). This corresponds to the increase in the proportion of wild habitat available within Voronoi fields when the edge strip was widened (Fig. 2e). This is also visible when we directly compare the proportion of field edge available after manipulation with what is originally available (Fig. 4), where increasing width by a unit gives a corresponding increase in the extra proportion of wild space visible to a forager. Note also that this figure demonstrates the scale-free effect for foragers travelling more than about 50 units from the nest (and again, the noise for large foraging distances is likely to be a result of the small number of samples available).

Discussion

Our models demonstrate that enhancing field margins should lead to a corresponding increase in the availability of forage to
bees and other beneficial invertebrates that nest within the landscape. This was true for both the randomly-generated Voronoi-like fields, and for the landscapes extracted from the British data. With the exception of species that only forage within a very short range of their nest (less than 125 m), the effects of a given amount of field margin manipulation should enhance the proportion of land available to a pollinator for foraging regardless of the distance over which it normally travels to find food. Therefore, field edge manipulations should be beneficial for both longer-distance foragers such as honeybees, and short distance foragers such as solitary bees. Supplemented in the Voronoi-like fields are unlikely to match the exact landscape structure of any given environment, being able to generate any kind of field mosaic gives a means of exploring different environmental manipulations provided we acknowledge the limitations that may be caused by the lack of realism. We would suggest that the qualitative trends generated by this technique give us at the very least an indication of the direction of change of the processes we are interested in (as would the regular rectangular lattice arrangement we described in [49]).

This model, and especially the results using landscape structure derived from British maps, classified land as either wild or cultivated. Crops within cultivated agricultural fields may well provide valuable foraging resources to the forager as well, but are likely to only be available during a small timeframe within the year. Field margins should provide a diversity of resources that are available when crops are not. Of course, the model treats all wild land as being of equal worth, and maybe finer-scale differentiation for habitats such as stream edges and wooded habitat would give us insights about finer details of field edge manipulations, as habitats like these could offer different (and possibly richer) arthropod assemblages to hedgerows [70]. Furthermore, no differentiation was made for the presence of domestic gardens, which are increasingly seen as highly beneficial to foraging bees [71], and which were most probably present within the British landscapes used in this model. The presence of floral resource availability within the environment is absolutely critical to enhancing bee population size [72], and it could be argued that adding any form of wild land to the available foraging environment will therefore be seen as advantageous, although consideration may also need to be given to the general heterogeneity of the landscape [73].

Landscape structures may also have effects upon how pollinators forage through the environment, where hedges act as barriers for dispersal. Our model does not consider how field margins could act to impede forager dispersal here, but we do note that potential barriers such as thick forest may have little effect upon the ability of bees to move to foraging patches [39]. Nor do we consider how field edges may act as corridors [74], as we assume that bees will be scouting for food within the entire area around the nest, and constantly altering their foraging patterns to account for new sources [75].

Here, we specifically consider how changes in field edge structure could impact on the British landscape, which encom-
passes just a few of the many forms of agricultural environment found within Europe [76–79], many of which are becoming more fragmented with continued urbanisation [80]. Enhancing field edges is feasible within a heterogeneous agricultural landscape that consists of fields interspersed with hedges, but the applicability of these results to any agricultural landscape will depend upon the structure of the wild land within agricultural systems. Internationally, many landscapes do involve similar interconnected refuge areas [77–79,81–85], and it may be fruitful to use the techniques described here to explore how their structure influences forage availability to native bees and other beneficial organisms that are constrained to return to a fixed point within the landscape. In the example we consider here, we took a heavily simplified approach to extract information about the availability of uncultivated areas within agricultural landscapes, and manipulated this to explore how resources could change with regard to simple changes in land use. We suggest that similar approaches could be used with more detailed landscape data (such as that extracted from land cover databases [76]). Making simple assumptions about changes in land use policy demonstrated that we could potentially consider the effects that regional policy could have upon pollinators with different foraging behaviours, and we would suggest that the techniques we develop here could be adapted to target both individual species (where the foraging biology is known) and individual locations. Furthermore, regardless of the amount of detail necessary to consider more specific cases, demonstrating that landscape manipulations are equally beneficial to nesting foragers that provide valuable ecosystem services regardless of their foraging geometry is an important consideration when justifying land being set aside from agricultural requirement.

Supporting Information
Figure S1 Two-way Interactions between parameters used in Voronoi-like field models. Lines show the mean values of ‘visible wild’, ‘proportion wild’ and ‘coverage’, all as defined for Figure 2. ‘n’ represents the number of fields seeded, ‘w’ represents the width of the edge strip, and ‘r’ the foraging radius. The arrows give an indication of the direction of change for the parameter whose change is represented by the separate lines within each panel.
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